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Abstract. The purpose of this study was to explore economic and management sciences (EMS) as ground rule for Grades 10 to 12 accounting learners in South Africa. The objective of introducing EMS in schools was to equip learners with basic real-life skills in accounting, economics, and business. This requires educators who are highly skilled and well vested with the content of EMS to impart knowledge to learners. However, research has shown continuous challenges in accounting, as it is regarded as a difficult subject due to a high failure rate. Data were obtained through semi-structured interviews from six EMS educators who were purposively sampled. The results revealed that EMS educators are qualified for either one or two EMS disciplines, resulting in EMS being taught by unqualified educators with inadequate content knowledge (CK) due to the scarcity of qualified educators. The study revealed a continuous neglect of accounting content, as EMS educators focus more on economics and business studies. The study also revealed that the time allocated to teach EMS is insufficient and that accounting should not be merged with other subjects as it requires more time. We recommend that the way in which EMS educators are trained should be reviewed. In addition, we suggest that a special program should be designed to fully equip EMS educators in all three areas to ensure the availability of qualified EMS educators. We further recommend that the Department of Education should review time allocation for EMS.
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1. Introduction
The purpose of this study was to explore economic and management sciences (EMS) as ground rule for Grades 10 to 12 accounting learners in South Africa and to identify factors that affect learner performance. Lately, there has been a
repeated recognition of the importance of educators’ EMS subject matter knowledge (SMK), also known as content knowledge (CK). Not surprisingly, it has become clear that both the pedagogical knowledge and SMK of educators are key to high-quality EMS teaching and learner understanding (Van Driel & Berry, 2012). Therefore, a lack CK for EMS can be a potential barrier to effective teaching. For the profession that instructs other professions, there is no agreement about the body of knowledge compulsory to be an educator. Thus, the notion of pedagogical content knowledge (PCK) pursues the embodying of educators’ professional knowledge and has been commonly used in the literature about educator knowledge (Gess-Newsome et al., 2019). The focus of this paper is the dimension of knowledge Shulman (1987) identified to be “the base of all knowledge bases”: CK.

2. Literature Review
2.1 Educators’ PCK and CK
CK, also known as SMK, is one of the fundamental types of knowledge bases an EMS educator must possess. SMK relates to the knowledge that is typically learned through formal education in schools and universities (Shulman, 1986; Uzzo et al., 2018). CK can be defined as facts, knowledge of ideas, ideologies, relations, procedures, and applications that learners should know in each subject area, or that educators should know about for their teaching, or simply the knowledge about the subject matter to be learned or taught (Etikan et al., 2016). Shulman (1986) emphasized that a mixture of SMK and pedagogical knowledge enables an educator to assist learners to construct proper understanding.

A strong theoretical grasp of themes enables educators to easily identify learners’ misunderstandings and errors. Hence, a deep understanding of appropriate CK is one of the attributes of effective EMS educators (Mthethwa-Kunene, 2014). Educators’ capability to recognize, describe, and use theories is important in education, as well as their ability to create, apply, and measure teaching (Banjo, 2019). According to Kotoka (2018) and Jadama (2014), educators’ SMK can be evaluated by examination of the accurateness of EMS facts, the flexibility of presenting explanations demonstrated by educators, consecutive demonstration of facts, categorized presentation of facts, and lastly, the flow of concepts of presenting themes throughout a lesson (Jadama, 2014; Ngwenya & Maistry, 2012). Thus, educators with deep and comprehensible CK are expected to offer clear clarifications of difficult concepts and relations between essential ideas. Educators can detect applicable and correct illustrations of ideas. They organize and implement teaching that consists of several demonstrations and simulations of the perceptions, offering accurate illustrations of technical concepts, assessing learners’ understanding, and identifying misconceptions and practical learning difficulties (Kunter et al., 2013).

However, many studies have shown that most EMS educators do not possess adequate CK and may avoid teaching some content or offer artificial treatment to difficult ideas as a lack of content adds to nervousness and a low level of self-efficiency, resulting in less operative instruction (Khanare, 2012; Modise, 2016). The measuring of educators’ CK involves numerous tests, and previous research
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papers have applied extensive approaches to appraise it. Consequently, it is at times problematic to produce results of such an appraisal procedure. Other researchers have utilized certain programs to verify educators’ CK level, trying to directly assess CK through right or wrong replies or multiple-choice items (Mthethwa-Kunene, 2014; Olfos et al., 2014). Educators’ PCK and knowledge of learners’ misconceptions will be highlighted next.

2.2 Educators’ PCK and Knowledge of Learners’ Misconceptions

Learners do not come to the classroom as plain slates, but with some misunderstandings in relation to EMS themes. Olfos et al. (2014) affirmed that PCK is identified as the knowledge of how to educate a specific subject. However, knowledge of subject matter and knowledge of pedagogy are not sufficient to accomplish an active education training without understanding learners. This involves some knowledge about learners and their characteristics (conceptions, preconceptions, misconceptions, and learning difficulties). For learner and other contexts, educators require knowledge regarding opinions, interpretations, or attitudes learners carry to the teaching space from their personal background knowledge prior to learning about certain concepts (Gess-Newsome et al., 2019; Sithole & Lumadi, 2012). This knowledge is usually not imparted throughout educator training programs. However, it is developed throughout the years of teaching experience, through educators carefully giving attention to learners’ feedback and as a result becoming acquainted with their learners’ usual ideas about EMS technical topics or concepts (Qian & Lehman, 2017). Learners have differing understanding and attention concentrations regarding the EMS subject topics presented by educators. Their prior knowledge (preconceptions) around EMS can affect their recent learning understanding and may end in an idea being wrongly understood by learners (Banjo, 2019). Most learners bring with them into the classroom errors which most educators do not know how to address or most often tend to duplicate. These may relate to how to conduct certain procedures, explaining how to apply a rule to resolve a problem, instead of clarifying the accurate ideas that can aid to resolve learner errors (Mthethwa-Kunene, 2014).

To examine learner mistakes in relation to themes that they were taught, it is crucial to be able to identify these misconceptions. The term misconception is defined as chunks of incorrect knowledge that occur from pupils’ prior knowledge and understanding, both within and beyond the teaching space (Kotoka, 2018). When educators are aware of what learners know, they will be able to help construct connections between what is known and unknown, and this can help educators to illuminate misunderstandings to assist learners to comprehend new information (Qian & Lehman, 2017). This will enable the educator to prepare their lessons using a technique that confronts any learner misconceptions, inspires debate and reasoning of views that pupils may carry in the EMS teaching space, and formulates clarifications and illustrations that may aid learners to access the content of the topic (Phakathi, 2018). Knowledge of such learning difficulties will also permit educators to set up potential prior CK required for specific subject matter, which learners may then simply connect to the new knowledge. In addition, Badu-Nyarko and Torto (2014) confirmed that for the teaching space to be productive in removing misunderstandings,
educators should introduce proper ideas in clear opposition to the learners' incorrect perceptions. A selected teaching (if the educator holds knowledge of learners' misconceptions) must incorporate demonstrations and activities that produce counterevidence and credible conceptual options to focus on misconceptions. Educators' PCK and knowledge of instructional strategies is discussed next.

2.3 Educators’ PCK and Knowledge of Instructional Strategies

The experience of teaching and learning differs according to the mode of the subject at a particular time, which entails various instructional strategies to attain the lesson objectives for the subject to be taught (Peklaj, 2015). Pedagogical knowledge is depicted as the science of education, instruction, and training. It is one of the mediating factors between educators' SMK and classroom practice (Mthethwa-Kunene, 2014). It comprises understanding the subject matter and the exact requirements of that subject, such as instructional strategies. Instructional strategies serve as a pillar for teaching, and, when utilized properly, can help learners to acquire a richer knowledge of course material and inspire critical thinking beyond basic retention and shallow understanding (Killen, 2015). The selection of instructional strategies by EMS educators during a lesson is extremely significant because individual lessons need various instructional strategies (Shulman, 1987). Therefore, the proper selection of instructional strategy does not rely only on the educator's CK but then again also on their skill of learners' degree of knowledge (Badu-Nyarko & Torto, 2014; Killen, 2015). Karthikeyan (2013) inferred that the educator's success in teaching a specific topic of the subject (EMS) depends on the depth and extensiveness of the individual educator's PCK. Prior to the beginning of a lesson, an EMS educator is simply required to properly plan the lesson. They need to choose a suitable teaching strategy for that lesson, choose content that is fit to the learners’ level of understanding, and lastly facilitate the exchange of ideas among the learners in their groupwork.

Educators with a wide-ranging knowledge of the elements of PCK constantly make a proper choice of instructional strategies applicable for the level of learners’ development (Phakathi, 2018). PCK enables an educator to predict difficulties that learners may encounter during teaching, and to consequently become skilled with proper methods when designing lessons (Gess-Newsome et al., 2019). Similarly, during the process of instruction, an educator fuses more than a few knowledge domains, such as SMK and knowledge of instructional strategies, and at that phase an EMS educator links new EMS knowledge with what learners already know. Educators’ PCK includes learning how to take advantage of diverse instructional methods that add up to a learning experience applicable to all learners. This comprises being adaptable and altering teaching that considers a few learning styles, abilities, and interests (Phakathi, 2018). According to Killen (2015), good instructional strategies ought to actively involve learners, help them to use their skills and prior knowledge to resolve problems encountered, stimulate them to take part throughout a lesson, and, lastly, build a conducive teaching space for all learners.
Studies have shown that even though skillful educators vary in their real teaching style and administration, they all use instructional strategies to get the best out of learners and their engagement in learning tasks. They inspire learners’ energetic involvement, make certain that learners comprehend a task they are instructed to do, and set tasks and activities at the accurate level to guarantee high rates of achievement. In addition, they fashion a constructive and helpful classroom atmosphere, are good supervisors of conduct, and are skilled in motivating learners to learn (McNeill et al., 2016). Furthermore, the choice of a teaching strategy must also encourage a disciplined learning environment that allows learners to listen to other learners’ inputs and encourage the sharing of ideas as they unfold from the lesson (Khudair, 2018). This distinct type of knowledge concerns an awareness of how learners come to know, common classroom-management abilities and lesson planning, as well as evaluation of learners. Badu-Nyarko and Torto (2014) and Killen (2015) asserted that outstanding EMS educators are those who are aware of inclusive useful instructional strategies combined with procedures for learning and teaching that encourage learners’ enjoyment of EMS topics. Such educators often decide on instructional strategies that manage to produce the greatest learning experience for all learners.

However, a partial knowledge of instructional strategies can negatively influence the art of teaching (Khudair, 2018). One of the reasons for a deficiency of knowledge around instructional strategies may be deficient CK. Stripling et al. (2014) affirmed that educator knowledge of instructional strategies is reliant on their SMK. A review of research on educators’ PCK (Killen, 2015) showed that factors manipulating educators’ choice of instructional approaches are the time accessible to prepare lessons and teach, school resources, anxiety about classroom management, views around the use of activities, and individual knowledge of previous learning of a theme. Therefore, knowledge of subject matter and instruction implies that an educator has power over the success with which a lesson is presented (Chen, 2014).

Mohammadi et al. (2013) and Tambara (2015) discussed four elements that enhance effective teaching delivery. The first is the excellence of instruction, which refers to activities of instruction that make sense to learners (such as introducing information in an organized manner or observing changeovers to current issues). Secondly, the suitability level of teaching refers to an educator adapting their approach of teaching to the learners’ various demands. Adaptability means the level of instruction (e.g., a lesson must be neither extremely hard nor simple for learners) or the different methods of within-class ability grouping. The third element is motivation, where learners must be effectively driven to want to pay attention to learning and to complete given tasks. For EMS educators, this requires linking EMS themes to the learners’ experiences. The last element that enhances effective teaching delivery is time. This means that teaching and learning aspects must be measurable, for instance, approaches of classroom management allowing learners to spend a substantial quantity of time on assignments. Factors affecting learner performance are discussed below.
3. Factors Affecting Learner Performance

Learner performance and the achievement of the desired EMS goals are strongly reliant on educator training (Papageorgiou & Halabi, 2014). Educators are confronted with the task of acquiring knowledge of financial literacy, economics, and entrepreneurship, which require three hours of teaching each week. This three-element combination of EMS is unfavorable to educators who are trained only on a single element. Odumbe et al. (2015) claimed that an educator cannot assertively teach learners while he or she is educationally vulnerable in one of the elements. Factors which weaken EMS learners’ performance are discussed below.

3.1 Educators’ Capability

The school environment needs to be conducive to the intended goals and objectives of the EMS to succeed. Many schools find themselves having no option but to hire educators who lack EMS CK since there is a lack of qualified educators who are well vested and equipped to teach the subject, and it is challenging for unqualified educators to teach a subject without proper training. The concern is that EMS educators are not adequately trained to handle the demands of the new curriculum, considering that they are skilled in specialized subjects. As a result, educators who are poorly trained, unmotivated, and show no creativity are not likely to produce inspired entrepreneurial thinkers (Papageorgiou & Halabi, 2014). Unfortunately, most schools find themselves with educators who either were only exposed to commercial subjects up to matric level; at least specialized in one or two of the three components of the EMS; never exposed to any EMS knowledge in their schooling; or qualified and knowledgeable with all the three components of EMS. Modise (2016) asserted that even though the attention of the school curriculum is on entrepreneurship, teaching these skills is beyond the skills of many educators. By nature of educators’ training and experience, often, educators do not have the knowledge to provide learners with skills on how the economy works. This is because several educators do not have business training, do not own a business, or have never worked in the business sector or any business, except in education. If EMS educators lack sound background knowledge of EMS but are expected to teach, this is sure to have dire consequences. Undoubtedly, the schooling system rather than the tertiary education system is responsible for this failure, hence the country has low rates of entrepreneurial activity. Below, EMS instructional time allocation is reviewed.

3.2 EMS Instructional Time Allocation

In the Curriculum and Assessment Policy Statement (CAPS) document for EMS, it is specified that the time allocation for EMS teaching is two hours per week (South Africa. Department of Basic Education [DBE], 2011). Time allocation plays an essential role in the attainment of EMS-related goals and objectives. Learners have different ways of grasping concepts, some being quick and others slow. Time allocation can therefore be a challenge for those learners who are slow. On the other hand, time allocation presents a problem as it does not take into consideration the situational factors (such as lack of textbooks, teaching aids, poorly built classrooms, and learners from disadvantaged backgrounds) that could negatively influence educators’ objectives. EMS learning space demands that learners be exposed to the movement of money, goods, and services; business
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and government; the rights and responsibilities of the various role-players in the economy; environmental economic growth; and poverty-reduction strategies. A lack of exposure to various business environments, norms, language, and procedures of the business world can also be a challenge to learners who are slow to understand and internalize the EMS-related knowledge. Therefore, school authorities need to align time allocated to EMS with what is prescribed in the CAPS document. As a result, educators also cannot seek to achieve the EMS-related classroom objectives if schools are disregarding and pay no attention to the recommendations outlined in the CAPS document. Furthermore, objectives of the EMS classroom cannot be achieved if the time allocated for EMS learning does not match what is approved by the educational publications of the Department of Education. Next, overcrowded classrooms is discussed.

3.3 Overcrowded Classrooms
Many South African government schools are characterized by overcrowded classrooms (Modise, 2016). Overcrowding in the classroom can be defined as where a classroom has more learners than the prescribed educator-learner ratio of 1:30. In EMS, because of its nature, an overcrowded classroom can be a disruption of the educator’s lesson objectives, leading to inferior performance. Assan and Lumadi (2012) asserted that goals in place will be difficult to achieve if educational organization authorities pay no attention to class sizes. It is challenging for EMS educators to give attention to overcrowded classes filled with learners from different backgrounds and who have different understanding abilities, often affecting the motivation level. Therefore, overcrowded classrooms affect how much time educators give to individual learners and make it difficult for them to monitor behaviours and activities. Alber (2014) added that an overcrowded classrooms can be noisy, which is why it is important for educators to set up rules to help monitor the noise levels.

3.4 Lack of Motivation
Motivation is defined as an inner state that stimulates, produces, and supports behavior. Therefore, the mindset of educators is greatly related to their lack of motivation (South Africa. DBE, 2012). The integration of accounting (financial literacy), economics, and business studies (entrepreneurship) into the further education and training (FET) level has been shown to contribute to poor learner performance and low abstract insight, which have led to poor matric outcomes. Assan and Lumadi (2012) added that some EMS educators lack motivation to boldly present information on something that has not produced any required outcomes previously. The absence of motivation overshadows the desire and the eagerness to conduct EMS work and creates unwanted EMS-related impediments. It deprives learners of the ability to be creative and analytical and causes individual learners to be satisfied with mediocrity. It restricts learners in striving for life-long solutions to daily challenges, which certainly leads to inferior performance.

4. Research Method
The aim of this study was to gain an in-depth understanding of EMS as ground rule for Grades 10 to 12 accounting learners and to identify factors that affect
learner performance. To do this, we employed a qualitative research method. According to Creswell and Plano Clark (2018), Creswell (2015), and Johnson and Christensen (2012), qualitative research enables the researcher to examine people’s words and actions and report it in narrative and descriptive ways – more closely representing the situation as experienced by the participants. For this study, interviews were used as data collection instrument and were conducted with six EMS educators. Letters and consent forms were sent to all EMS educators from secondary schools in Lejweleputswa District in South Africa. Six EMS educators agreed to participate by signing the consent form. A small sample size should be considered appropriate in qualitative research as it can be useful in reaching data capacity (Kumar, 2014). A tape recorder was used to record the interviews, while the note-taking technique was also utilized as a complementary strategy. The phenomenological approach is appropriate for studies which have the goal of exploring people’s actual social experiences. In this regard, it was appropriate to investigate EMS as ground rule for Grades 10 to 12 accounting learners and to identify factors that affect learner performance.

4.1 Data Collection and Procedure
Data were collected from six EMS educators, who were selected using the guidelines of purpose sampling by Creswell and Creswell (2018). Semi-structured interviews were used to collect the data from the participants to elicit information about EMS as ground rule for Grades 10 to 12 accounting learners and to identify factors that affect learner performance. Approval to conduct research was granted by the participants, who completed consent forms as individuals in the Free State province, South Africa. For ethical reasons, participants volunteered for the study and the purpose of the research was explained to the participants.

4.2 Data Analysis
Data were thematically analyzed using open-coding procedures (Belotto, 2018; Leedy & Ormrod, 2013). These involved systematically organizing, categorizing, and summarizing data and describing it in meaningful themes. Themes were assigned codes to condense the data into categories.

5. Findings and Discussion
To present the findings and discussion, we assigned pseudonyms to the participating EMS educators (e.g., Participant 1, Participant 2, etc.). The findings and discussion are presented in the order of the three identified themes: (i) educators’ CK about EMS, (ii) teaching strategies applied by EMS educators, and (iii) learners’ misconceptions.

5.1 Educators’ CK About EMS
One of our focuses was the knowledge that EMS educators should possess to teach the subject. Participants responded to this in the following ways:

“… as an EMS educator, you must know all those three subjects. You must be able to understand accounting, know accounting, and how to apply it as much as they know how to apply economics and business studies, because EMS is inclusive of the three of them.” (Participant 1)
“I think as an educator, you should have the content knowledge of all three elements of EMS. You must be well vested in all of them to be able to effectively present or teach your learners. However, it becomes a challenge for an educator who only specialized in one and not all the subjects.” (Participant 4)

“It is especially important to have a content knowledge of EMS. I mean, if you do not, then you will not be able to deliver the content to the kids, hence it becomes a problem. For instance, when coming to financial literacy ... it becomes a challenge for me to thoroughly teach it to my class, because I do not have the depth of it as I did not specialize in it.” (Participant 2)

The notion of having a full CK as educators shows how important it is to possess such knowledge to be able to teach and empower learners. This supports the literature in this paper, which indicated that challenges concerning the subject matter of EMS are centered on the demand for educators to grasp and understand EMS content as a merged subject (Modise, 2016). When that is not taken into consideration, educators will continue to neglect some content in which they are not fully confident (e.g., accounting), simply because they lack knowledge in it. Modise (2016) confirmed that several educators instructing EMS who did not specialize in accounting, as a result tended to teach entrepreneurial or economics aspects, while sacrificing the financial literacy curriculum. Modise (2016) stated that when these educators present financial literacy, it is too theoretical rather than practical.

5.2 Teaching Strategies Applied by EMS Educators

Teaching strategies applied by educators play an important role when teaching EMS to ensure that content is properly presented. Supported by literature, teaching strategy is defined as the methods of teaching appropriate in assisting learners to learn the intended lesson content and to be able to create achievable goals in the future (Mohammadi et al., 2013). In the interviews, participants mentioned the following different teaching strategies:

“I make use of scaffolding strategy … where I teach a learner and you are with them step by step until they can do things themselves, especially when you are teaching the accounting part of EMS, where you give the learner content week in, week out, until you let them be able to calculate certain things by themselves. I start with them, I do the activity in class, do examples with them, and then I give them home activities. The next time we meet, they can do them on board themselves, cause now they have learned how to.” (Participant 1)

“Mostly, I use teamwork strategy, where learners can work together and help one another about a certain topic, and come make presentations, where learners can create posters and come in class and present.” (Participant 3)

“I love doing question and answer. If I teach the general ledger, I will explain it to them first, step by step. I also break down everything in steps,
everything. Everything I do, I break it down in steps, then they write the steps down and they go study the steps. And then I will, when we do the general ledger, I will say, ‘Ok, opening balance, what is my month?’ Then they give the month, I write it. ‘What is the day?’ They give it to me, I write. Then I ask them the details: ‘Folio, where did I get the information, what is the month?’ So, I never write everything on the board for them. I ask them the whole time. Every single transaction, I ask them. And I also ask children to come write on the board for me, especially when I do the AOL [assets, owner’s equity, and liabilities]. I say, ‘Come ... do this transaction for me.” (Participant 5)

“… the use of textbook in classroom can never be overlooked, and that’s what I make use of every day, and of course the combination of other teaching strategies like case studies to provide learners an opportunity to apply what they learn in my class to real-life experiences and come up with solutions to the problem.” (Participant 4)

Learners learn differently and at their own pace, so educators should make use of different strategies that accommodate different learners in the classroom. Participants made use of different teaching strategies that they found suitable for each lesson presentation in their own classroom. This provides learners with the opportunity to be the center of teaching and learning and allows them to take the lead and choose how they want to learn.

5.3 Learners’ Misconceptions
Learners do not enter a classroom as empty slates but have presumptions concerning certain topics of the subject (EMS). This supports the literature in this paper, where PCK is identified as the ability of exactly how to instruct specific subject matter (Olfos et al., 2014). Yet, knowledge of subject matter and pedagogy is not considered sufficient to achieve efficient teaching preparation without an understanding of learners. This involves some knowledge about learners and their characteristics (their conceptions, preconceptions, misconceptions, and learning difficulties). It also involves knowledge regarding other contexts that require educators’ knowledge around thoughts, opinions, or views learners carry to the class from their personal background experience prior to learning certain topics that are taught (Gess-Newsome et al., 2019). Regarding this, participants said the following:

“Well, I have noticed that most of my learners do not like the financial literacy, because they think that accounting is hard, and the entrepreneur and economics parts are easier and would want to rather focus on them.” (Participant 4)

“Different types of accounts. Learners cannot distinguish between capital, owners’ equity, and salaries. They do not know which ones are an expense. They think about salaries as them receiving it, so to them it is an income. When they are in Grade 8 accounting class, I start teaching them to think about themselves as a business organization. ‘So, you are the business, so a salary, you [are] going to pay the salary, you do not receive
the salary. So, it is an expense for you.’ But a lot of them still do not understand it.” (Participant 6)

“… learners lack interest of the financial literacy, because you may find they are not even interested to do commercial subjects in the next grades, so they find it difficult and think that they are unable to understand [the] accounting part.” (Participant 2)

Accounting, also known as financial literacy as part of EMS content, is perceived by learners as the most difficult element of the subject. Therefore, financial literacy (accounting) has continued to be problematic in schools. Learners find the accounting part of EMS difficult to understand and therefore lack interest. In addition, there is a pattern of educators instructing EMS as an integrated subject that combines different subjects even though they were not trained to teach all three of its components and might have specialized in only one of the three. This is one of the major factors weakening the performance of learners.

A summary of the findings is provided in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Finding 1</th>
<th>Finding 2</th>
<th>Finding 3</th>
<th>Finding 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EMS educators are qualified for either one or two disciplines in EMS, which results in EMS being taught by unqualified educators with inadequate CK due to the scarcity of qualified educators</td>
<td>There is continuous neglect of accounting content, as EMS educators focus more on economics and business studies</td>
<td>The time allocated to teach EMS is insufficient, and accounting should not be merged with other subjects as it requires more time</td>
<td>Very few EMS educators are trained in all three EMS disciplines.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6. Conclusion
Research has increasingly shown an interest in EMS as the ground rule for Grades 10 to 12 accounting learners. This study aimed to explore EMS as ground rule for Grades 10 to 12 accounting learners in South African schools and to identify factors that affect learner performance. The study commenced with a methodical review, which revealed the need for EMS educators to be trained in all elements of EMS to properly present the content to learners. The study revealed that a lack of training of EMS educators has led to them ignoring or not giving much attention to certain areas in which they did not specialize, specifically accounting. The study revealed that for teaching space to be productive in removing misunderstandings, educators should introduce proper ideas in clear opposition to the learners’ incorrect perceptions. Also, the research revealed that a proper selection of instructional strategy does not rely only on the educator’s CK but also on their ability to determine learners’ degree of knowledge.
7. Limitations
Only six educators from secondary schools in Lejweleputswa district in South Africa were willing to take part in this study. The voices of a larger educator cohort were thus excluded, who might have had different sentiments about EMS as ground rule for Grades 10 to 12 accounting learners and factors that affect learner performance.

8. Recommendations
Based on the limitations of this study, we recommend that similar and relative studies be conducted in different districts and provinces in South Africa. Through this, the voices of more educators will be heard regarding issues such as educator training. These studies should also consider the way in which EMS educators are appointed to teach the subject. Furthermore, research should be conducted to determine the applicability of this study in other subjects.
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